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Abstract:
Here we investigate the interplay between intrinsic mechanical and neural factors in muscle contractile performance during running, which has been less studied than during walking. We report in vivo recordings of the gastrocnemius muscle of the guinea fowl (Numida meleagris), during the response and recovery from an unexpected drop in terrain. Previous studies on leg and joint mechanics following this perturbation suggested that distal leg extensor muscles play a key role in stabilisation. Here, we test this through direct recordings of gastrocnemius fascicle length (using sonomicrometry), muscle-tendon force (using buckle transducers), and activity (using indwelling EMG). Muscle recordings were analysed from the stride just before to the 2nd stride following the perturbation. The gastrocnemius exhibits altered force and work output in the perturbed and 1st recovery strides. Muscle work correlates strongly with leg posture at the time of ground contact. When the leg is more extended in the drop step, net gastrocnemius work decreases (-5.2 Jkg⁻¹ versus control), and when the leg is more flexed in the step back up, it increases (+9.8 Jkg⁻¹ versus control). The muscle's work output is inherently stabilising because it pushes the body back toward its pre-perturbation (level running) speed and leg posture. Gastrocnemius length and force return to level running means by the 2nd stride following the perturbation. EMG intensity differs significantly from level running only in the 1st recovery stride following the perturbation, not within the perturbed stride. The findings suggest that intrinsic mechanical factors contribute substantially to the initial changes in muscle force and work. The statistical results suggest that a history-dependent effect, shortening deactivation, may be an important factor in the intrinsic mechanical changes, in addition to instantaneous force-velocity and force-length effects. This finding suggests the potential need to incorporate history-dependent muscle properties into neuromechanical simulations of running, particularly if high muscle strains are involved and stability characteristics are important. Future work should test whether a Hill or modified Hill type model provides adequate prediction in such conditions. Interpreted in light of previous studies on walking, the findings support the concept of speed-dependent roles of reflex feedback.

Abbreviations:
C, control trials, level running; U, unexpected drop trials; LG, lateral gastrocnemius muscle; G, gastrocnemius (all heads); SONO, sonomicrometry; EMG, electromyography; L₅₀, fascicle strain at 50% stance peak force; LₚkF, fascicle strain at peak stance phase force; ΔLₚrior, change in fascicle strain from force onset to the start of stance; V₅₀, mean fascicle velocity between TD and 50% stance peak force; VₚkF, fascicle velocity at peak stance phase force; Wₚrior, net work before stance (2nd half of the swing phase); Wstance, net work during stance; Wtot, net work during the stride; FₚkF, prior peak force before stance (2nd half of the swing phase); Fₚk, peak force during stance; Eprior, total EMG intensity before stance; Estance, total EMG intensity during stance; Etot, total EMG intensity during the stride; v, running speed in meters per second; h, standing hip height; g, gravitational acceleration; ̇u, dimensionless speed ($\dot{u} = v/(gh)^{1/2}$)
Introduction:

Runners must maintain stability when faced with sudden disturbances, such as bumps, drops and obstacles in the terrain. The mechanics and neuromuscular coordination of stable running in rough terrain is still poorly understood, but of increasing focus in the biomechanics community (Jindrich & Full, 2002; Biewener & Daley, 2007; Sponberg & Full, 2008). Most locomotion research has focused on movement over uniform surfaces (Biewener & Roberts, 2000; Dickinson et al., 2000), or on perturbation recovery in slower gaits such as walking (Gorassini et al., 1994; Marigold & Patla, 2005). Yet many locomotor tasks, such as predator-prey interactions, require rapid negotiation of complex terrain.

Coordination of stable movement requires integration of mechanics and neural control. A perturbation usually leads to sudden changes in musculoskeletal dynamics. These intrinsic mechanical changes can occur at many levels of the system hierarchy, including whole body velocity and potential energy, leg posture and gearing, and strain-dependent muscle tissue contractile performance (Nichols & Houk, 1973; Patla & Prentice, 1995; Brown & Loeb, 2000; Jindrich & Full, 2002; Moritz & Farley, 2004; Daley & Biewener, 2006). Since transmission and excitation-contraction coupling (ECC) delays require that muscles are activated in anticipation of action, such perturbations alter the mechanical environment in which the muscle contracts. Consequently, intrinsic mechanical changes modify the mapping between neural signal and mechanical output. Appropriate integration of musculoskeletal structure and feedforward activation of muscles may allow relatively simple intrinsic mechanical responses to stabilise locomotion, minimising the need for a rapid reflex response (Kubow & Full, 1999; Brown & Loeb, 2000; Daley & Biewener, 2006; Sponberg & Full, 2008). Nonetheless, appropriate integration with neural pathways is also important—altered mechanics leads to altered sensory feedback, and subsequent reflex mediated changes in motor output (Dietz et al., 1987; Nichols, 1994; Pearson et al., 1998).

Informative models of locomotor function require a better understanding of the interplay between these mechanical and neural processes (Pearson et al., 2006; Nishikawa et al., 2007). The relative contribution of intrinsic and neural mechanisms to movement control likely depends on speed. Less is known about the neural control mechanisms of rapid locomotion, because walking is the most often studied gait. Perturbation studies of walking cats and humans suggest that proprioceptive feedback and higher brain centres contribute to corrective stabilising responses (Dietz et al., 1987; Gorassini et al., 1994; Hiebert et al., 1994; Hiebert & Pearson, 1999; Marigold
& Patla, 2005). However the corrective responses involve latencies of 30-200 ms. Reflex latencies require that the first 30 ms or so of stance phase extensor activity is generated centrally in a feedforward manner, because it cannot be altered by feedback (Gorassini et al., 1994; Marigold & Patla, 2005). The delays associated with reflexes may cause them to be destabilising at high speeds. Consequently, it has been suggested that reflex gains tend to be reduced with increasing speed of locomotion (Capaday & Stein, 1987). Others have failed to find this trend, but noted that the reflex threshold differs between walking and running, so that reflexes contribute less to muscle activity in running (Ferris et al., 2001). Overall, these findings suggest that sensorimotor reflexes and higher brain centres likely play a larger role in slow locomotion, such as walking, whereas intrinsic mechanical factors likely play a larger role in the control of rapid locomotion, such as running.

A particularly prominent gap in current neuromechanical models of locomotion is that we know little about how intrinsic muscle properties contribute in vivo to control. As the only actuators and important sensors in animal neuromechanical systems, muscles form a critical link in the interplay of mechanics and control. In vitro and in situ experiments have revealed that the force and work capacity of muscle tissue depends on its strain (length), strain rate (velocity) and recent strain history (Josephson, 1993, 1999; Marsh, 1999). However, we have a limited understanding of the range of active strains normally used by muscles in vivo, especially during rapid and unsteady locomotor tasks (Biewener & Daley, 2007). Our knowledge of in vivo muscle function is based largely on measures during steady movement on a uniform surface (Biewener & Roberts, 2000; Biewener & Daley, 2007). The range of force-length dynamics of muscle during unsteady locomotion is likely to be broader than suggested by these studies.

The purpose of this study is to reveal how in vivo muscle force-length dynamics relate to leg mechanics and neural control of running. We investigate the stabilising response to a sudden, unexpected drop in terrain during high speed bipedal running in guinea fowl (Numida meleagris). This perturbation is similar in nature to previous studies on walking cats, described above (Gorassini et al., 1994; Hiebert et al., 1994; Hiebert & Pearson, 1999). Since only one leg is in stance at a time in bipedal running, however, the response may be more constrained than during bipedal walking or quadrupedal gaits. In previous studies of external body and leg dynamics, we found that this perturbation alters leg dynamics and loading in a stereotypic manner (Daley & Biewener, 2006; Daley et al., 2006; Daley et al., 2007). When the foot fails to contact the ground at the anticipated point, the hip and ankle rapidly extend until the leg reaches the true ground level
below (Daley et al., 2007). Extension at these joints results in a steeper (more vertical) leg contact angle and reduced leg loading (lower ground reaction forces) (Daley & Biewener, 2006).

Additionally, the distal joints (ankle and tarso-metatarso-phalangeal), shift from spring-like to energy absorbing function when the leg is relatively extended during ground contact (Daley et al., 2007). These findings suggest that the distal hindlimb extensor muscles play an important stabilising role by rapidly altering work output depending on leg posture and leg loading.

In the current study, we focus on one particular distal hindlimb extensor muscle, the gastrocnemius (G). This muscle is extensively studied because it is experimentally accessible, and exhibits broadly similar function across many animals (Prilutsky et al., 1996; Roberts et al., 1997; Biewener et al., 1998; Biewener & Corning, 2001; Daley & Biewener, 2003; Lichtwark & Wilson, 2006). In steady, level locomotion, the gastrocnemius muscle is activated just before stance, rapidly develops high force as the leg is loaded, and shortens with low velocity through stance to produce net positive work. Low-velocity contraction allows each muscle fibre to develop near maximal force, minimising the total volume of active muscle and the metabolic energy required to support body weight (Roberts et al., 1997; Roberts et al., 1998). The architecture of this muscle, with a pennate fibre arrangement and long tendon, facilitates economic contraction by allowing most of the muscle-tendon length change to occur in the tendinous tissues, cycling elastic strain energy (Roberts et al., 1997; Lichtwark & Wilson, 2006). Consequently, it is generally thought that this muscle’s primary functions are to provide economic body weight support and forward propulsion for steady locomotion, although the relative importance of each these two functions is a subject of debate (McGowan et al., 2008), and may vary with species.

Recent studies have revealed that this muscle is likely capable of a broader range of mechanical roles in locomotion than previously thought. In turkeys and guinea fowl, the gastrocnemius switches between economic contraction for level running to mechanical work production for incline running (Roberts et al., 1997; Daley & Biewener, 2003). New insights from 3D models of muscle also reveal that pennate muscle architecture allows variable gearing at the muscle fibre level, which could result in intrinsic switching among mechanical roles depending on loading conditions (Azizi et al., 2008). Thus, the gastrocnemius muscle is likely capable of rapidly switching between economic force development and high work output, depending on the conditions.
Here we test two hypotheses about in vivo function of the gastrocnemius during the unexpected drop perturbation. 1) In the stance phase following the perturbation, gastrocnemius muscle force and work output will be reduced in association with the more extended, retracted leg posture and the reduced leg loading (Daley & Biewener, 2006; Biewener & Daley, 2007). 2) Most of the change in muscle force and work in the stance phase immediately following the perturbation relates statistically to intrinsic mechanical factors, rather than neurally mediated changes in muscle activation.

**Methods:**

*Animals and training:*

Six female adult guinea fowl (*Numida meleagris*), 1.70±0.28 kg body mass (mean ±s.e.m., N=6), were obtained from a local breeder. Animals were housed and experiments undertaken at the Concord Field Station of Harvard University, in Bedford MA. All experimental procedures were approved and overseen by the Harvard Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee, in accordance with the regulations of the United States Department of Agriculture.

We clipped the bird’s primary feathers to prevent them from flying. To ensure general fitness, we trained the birds at least 3-4 days per week for 3 weeks. During training, the birds ran for 20-30 minutes per session and were never exercised to exhaustion. On alternate days they either 1) ran at 1.7-2.0 ms⁻¹ on a level motorised treadmill (Woodway, Waukesha, WI) with short breaks for 1-3 minutes every 5-10 minutes as needed and 2) ran back and forth across a level runway (0.4 m x 8 m) with short breaks as needed. Following training, the birds were able to run repeatedly across the runway at a consistent steady speed.

*Muscle measurements and surgical procedures*

The muscle measurements and surgical procedures were similar to those described previously (Biewener & Corning, 2001; Daley & Biewener, 2003; McGowan *et al.*, 2006). Muscle activity and fascicle strain were recorded in the lateral head of the gastrocnemius (LG) by electromyography (EMG) and sonomicrometry (SONO). We also measured muscle-tendon force of the common gastrocnemius tendon (Achilles) using a tendon buckle force transducer.

The birds were anesthetised for sterile surgery using isoflurane delivered through a mask (induction at 3-4%, maintained at 1–2.5%). The surgical field was plucked of feathers and sterilised with
antiseptic solution (Prepodyne, West Argo, Kansas City, MO). The transducers were passed subcutaneously from a 1–2 cm dorsal incision over the synsacrum to a second 4–5 cm incision over the lateral side of the right shank. An E-type stainless steel tendon buckle force transducer was implanted on the Achilles tendon. SONO crystals (1.0 mm, Sonometrics Inc., London, Canada) were implanted through small openings made with fine forceps. Crystals were placed approximately 3–4 mm deep and 10 mm apart along the fascicle axis in the middle 1/3rd of the muscle belly. Crystals were secured with 5-0 silk suture after verification of signal quality with an oscilloscope. Fine-wire, twisted, silver bipolar EMG hook electrodes (0.1 mm diameter, 0.5 mm bared tips, 5-8 mm spacing, California Fine Wire, Inc., Grover Beach, USA) were implanted immediately adjacent to the pair of SONO crystals using a 23 gauge hypodermic needle and secured to the muscle’s fascia using 5-0 silk suture. Skin incisions were closed using 3-0 silk. All birds were ambulatory within 2 hours post surgery and ran the following day without apparent lameness. Experimental recordings took place over the next 1-2 days. Throughout the post-surgery experiments, the birds were given analgesia every 12 hours and antibiotics every 24 hrs. Upon completion of experimental recordings, the guinea fowl were killed by an intravenous injection of sodium pentobarbital (100 mg kg⁻¹), while under deep isoflurane anaesthesia (4%, mask delivery).

The tendon force buckles were then calibrated in situ post mortem as described previously (Daley & Biewener, 2003). Before buckle calibration, we dissected each muscle free from the surrounding tissues to confirm placement of tendon buckles, SONO crystals and EMG electrodes, and make morphological measurements of the muscle. Crystal alignment relative to the fascicle axis (α) was within ± 2°, indicating that errors due to misalignment were < 1%. Morphological measures of the whole gastrocnemius (Gtot) and lateral head (LG) were as follows (mean ± s.e.m., N=6): wet muscle mass (Gtot: 23 ± 3.8 g, LG: 9.1 ± 1.5 g), mean fascicle length (LG: 17.8 ± 0.5 mm), pennation angle (LG: 23 ± 2°), physiological cross-sectional area of the muscle (Gtot: 1134 ± 190 mm², LG: 445 ± 75 mm²), and the cross-sectional area of the common ‘Achilles’ tendon (Gtot: 8.5 ± 1.2 mm²).

Data Recording and kinematics

The transducer leads were connected via a micro-connector on the bird’s back (GM-6, Microtech Inc, Boothwyn, PA USA) to a lightweight 10 m shielded cable (Cooner Wire, Chatsworth, USA). The cable passed to a pulley system on the ceiling to allow low-friction sliding of the cable as the bird ran across the runway. The pulley system was adjusted ensure that it did not tug on the bird at
any point in the trials. The cable connected at the other end to a sonomicrometry amplifier (120.2, Triton Technology Inc., San Diego, USA), a strain gauge bridge amplifier (2120, Vishay Micromeasurements, Raleigh, USA), and EMG amplifiers (P-511, Grass, West Warwick, USA). EMG signals were amplified 1000X and filtered (10 Hz – 10 kHz bandpass) before digital sampling. The outputs of these amplifiers were sampled by an A/D converter (Axon Instruments, Union City, USA) at 5 kHz and stored on a computer.

Digital high-speed video was recorded in lateral view at 250 frames per second (Photron Fastcam-X 1280 PCI; Photron USA Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). This imaged the middle 1.8 m section of the runway, which was constructed of 6 mm Plexiglas™, resulting in kinematic data for approximately 3 strides. A post-triggered voltage pulse stopped the video recording and synchronised the video sequence to the muscle recordings. Kinematic points were marked on the synsacrum, hip and middle toe, and tracked using custom software in MATLAB (v7, Mathworks, Inc.; Natick, MA, USA). We noted the following kinematic time points: 1) midswing (MS), the time at which the swing-leg toe crossed the midline of the stance leg; 2) toe down (TD), when the middle toe contacted the substrate; and 3) toe off (TO), when the middle toe left the substrate. In perturbation trials, we also noted the time at which the foot first contacted the tissue paper. From these data, we calculated running speed, stride duration, stance duration, duty factor, effective leg length, leg angle, and hip height. Consecutive MS time-points were used to cut the data into stride cycle segments for analysis and averaging.

**Experimental protocol**

We used an unexpected drop perturbation procedure in which the birds encounter a tissue-paper camouflaged drop in terrain height. This protocol has been used in previous studies on body and leg mechanics (Daley & Biewener, 2006; Daley et al., 2006; Daley et al., 2007). More detailed descriptions, images and videos of the perturbation experiment are available in the previous publications. In ‘Unexpected Drop’ trials (U), the bird encountered a drop in terrain at the midpoint of the runway. The terrain drop was 0.6 m long (approximately one stride length), and hidden by white tissue paper pulled tightly across the gap. This created the appearance of a continuous level white runway. In training and ‘Control’ trials (C), the bird ran steadily across a level runway with the same appearance, in this case with a board under the white tissue paper section. U trials were limited to 2-3 trials per recording day, randomised among 15-20 C trials to minimise potential
learning effects. In a previous study we found no evidence of learning over the course of the experiment when using this randomised protocol (Daley et al., 2006).

Data processing and analysis of muscle performance

For U trials, we processed the data only if the recording (right) leg encountered the perturbation. This resulted in a sample size of 2-3 U trials per individual. We also processed 3 C trials for each individual, choosing the trials that were closest to the average running speed of the U trials. We analysed the following stride sequence (Fig. 1): the stride prior to (Stride -1), the stride on (Stride 0), the first stride following (Stride +1), and the second stride following (Stride +2) the drop section. The birds began to decelerate at around Stride +4 in anticipation of the end of the runway.

In C trials, the same sequence of strides was analysed (Strides -1 to +2), providing a total of 12 control level strides per individual. Reference level stride cycle traces were calculated for each individual by calculating the mean and 95% confidence interval of all 12 C strides (Fig. 2). However we included only C Stride 0 in the ANOVA, to maintain a balanced data set.

We calculated the myoelectric intensity of the EMG signal in time-frequency space using wavelet techniques (von Tscharner, 2000; Wakeling et al., 2002). We used a bank of 16 wavelets with time and frequency resolution optimised for muscle, with wavelet centre frequencies ranging from 6.9 to 804.2 Hz (von Tscharner, 2000). From this wavelet decomposition, we summed the intensity over wavelets 2-16 at each time-point to calculate the instantaneous myoelectric intensity (mV²). This provides a smooth trace of EMG intensity over time that accounts for the entire physiological frequency range and effectively excludes motion artefact noise from the calculation. Total EMG intensity over a given time period (E_{tot}) was calculated by integrating this myoelectric intensity over time (mV²s).

Sonomicrometry analysis followed methods described previously (Biewener & Corning, 2001; Daley & Biewener, 2003). Raw sonomicrometry data were filtered using a smoothing cubic spline in Matlab (`spaps`, tolerance = 0.0001, spline toolbox). Instantaneous muscle fascicle strain (unitless length, L) was calculated by dividing the length measured between the crystals (L_{seg}) by the resting length (L_{st}), measured while the animal stood still at rest (L = L_{seg}/L_{st}). It is important to note that this resting length, L_{st}, is not the same as the optimal length for isometric force development, which was not measured here. As a convention, shortening strains are negative, and lengthening strains are positive.
Changes in instantaneous LG fascicle strain were differentiated with respect to time to obtain muscle fascicle velocity (in lengths per second, Ls$^{-1}$). For calculations of muscle work, strain and velocity were converted to absolute units (meters and ms$^{-1}$) by multiplying by the mean anatomical fascicle length of the muscle. LG fascicle velocity (ms$^{-1}$) was multiplied by instantaneous Achilles tendon force to estimate muscle power for the entire gastrocnemius group (G), assuming all heads undergo similar strains as measured in the lateral head (Daley & Biewener, 2003; Gabaldon et al., 2004). Muscle power was integrated over time for each stride to provide a cumulative measure of work, in which the final value is the net muscle work per stride (in Joules). This value was divided by total gastrocnemius muscle mass to provide mass-specific work (Jkg$^{-1}$).

We measured a number of variables to test for differences in muscle force, strain and activation among stride categories. Potential intrinsic factors in muscle contractile performance include instantaneous strain (length), instantaneous strain rate (velocity), and recent strain history (Josephson, 1993, 1999; Marsh, 1999). Muscle shortening early in a contraction leads to reduced force later in the contraction (shortening force depression), whereas prior stretch has the opposite effect (lengthening force enhancement) (Edman et al., 1978; Edman, 1980; Granzier & Pollack, 1989; Josephson, 1999). Shortening force depression can last for several minutes in isometric preparations, even if muscle stimulation is disrupted for 1-2s (Granzier & Pollack, 1989).

To distinguish potential instantaneous and history-dependent intrinsic factors, we divided the analysis into two periods, pre-stance and stance, and made measurements at several time points. The pre-stance period was the 2nd half of the swing phase, and in U trials this was extended by the tissue-break through period of the perturbation (Fig. 1). Measurements of strain and velocity at the time of peak force correspond to instantaneous intrinsic factors. We also measured values of muscle fascicle strain and velocity before stance and during stance force development as potential strain history factors. The specific variables measured were: peak force before stance ($F_{pk, prior}$) and during stance ($F_{pk, stance}$); muscle fascicle strain and velocity at peak stance phase force ($L_{pkF}, V_{pkF}$); fascicle strain at 50% stance peak force ($L_{T50}$); mean velocity between TD and 50% stance peak force ($V_{T50}$); the fractional fascicle length change from force onset to the beginning of stance ($\Delta L_{prior}$); total EMG intensity before stance, during stance and over the entire stride ($E_{prior} + E_{stance} = E_{tot}$); and net work before stance, during stance and over the stride ($W_{prior} + W_{stance} = W_{tot}$). Throughout the text, average values for level running are indicated with a subscript ‘c’.
Values in the text and figures are the mean and standard deviation (SD) across individuals (N=6), unless otherwise noted. All statistics were calculated using custom software written to use the statistics toolbox in MATLAB (v7, Mathworks, Inc.; Natick, MA, USA). To test for significant differences among the stride categories in the measured variables, we used mixed model ANOVA with stride category (Stride) as a fixed factor and individual (Ind) as a random factor with critical significance level, $\alpha = 0.05$ (‘anovan’, MATLAB statistical toolbox). Stride categories were coded as follows: U strides were broken into four categories based on sequence (Strides -1, 0, +1 and +2), and C Stride 0 was included as a fifth category. This resulted in a total sample size of 70 with the following degrees of freedom: Stride (X1) = 4, Ind (X2) = 5, X1*X2 = 20, and Error = 39. We used the false discovery rate (FDR) procedure to control the proportion of false positives ($q = 0.05$) over multiple simultaneous tests while maintaining statistical power (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995; Curran-Everett, 2000). If the full model was significant after FDR correction, we used posthoc t-tests with Bonferroni correction to compare pairs of stride categories. We used a Bonferroni corrected threshold p-value of 0.005 to maintain an error rate $\alpha = 0.05$ for the family of 10 possible pair-wise comparisons within each ANOVA.

We also used the same mixed model ANOVA methods to analyse the leg posture at the time of ground contact: leg length at TD, leg angle at TD, and hip height at TD. These data were available for C Stride 0, U Stride 0 and Stride +1. The leg was in view for fewer than half of U Stride -1, and none of U Stride +2; so these strides were omitted, resulting in 3 stride categories. This resulted in a total sample size of 42 with the following degrees of freedom: Stride (X1) = 2, Ind (X2) = 5, X1*X2 = 10, and Error = 25.

**Results:**

*Altered force, length and work dynamics of the gastrocnemius in the perturbed stride*

In the perturbed stride (U Stride 0), the gastrocnemius (G) exhibited large, rapid changes in mechanical output (Fig. 1). The force-length dynamics of the perturbed stride varied considerably (Fig. 2). Nonetheless, several aspects of the force-length dynamics in U Stride 0 were consistent across trials and differed significantly from C trials. In the description of the G perturbation response below, the values reported are the least squared mean difference from C trials, from the ANOVA results (Table 1 C).
An earlier study on joint mechanics during this perturbation revealed that the ankle extends as the foot breaks through the tissue in U Stride 0, (Daley et al., 2007). In the current study, G muscle-tendon force dropped rapidly during this perturbation period, and the LG fascicles shortened until the foot contacted the ground below (Figs. 1 and 2). The gastrocnemius produced positive work throughout the perturbation period. In the extended time period before ground contact in U strides, the muscle underwent -0.29L_o greater fascicle shortening and produced +3.8 Jkg^{-1} more positive work than in the pre-stance period of C strides (ΔL_{prior} and W_{prior}, Table 1 C, Stride 0).

After the tissue breakthrough phase of the perturbation, the leg is reloaded as it contacts the ground below (Daley & Biewener, 2006). The LG underwent stretch during the first part of stance following the perturbation, rather than shortening during the first part of stance, as in level running (Figs. 1 and 2). The muscle redeveloped force during the stance period, but the peak force (F_{pk,stance}) was substantially lower than in C strides (Fig. 3, Table 1, Stride 0). Due to shortening during the perturbation, the LG was -0.17 L_o shorter during stance force development (L_{Ft50}, Table 1C, Stride 0). The LG underwent stretch during force development, and muscle length at the time of peak force (L_{pkF}) did not differ significantly from C trials (Table 1C, Stride 0). At the time of F_{pk, stance} in U trials, the LG underwent stretch at a rate of +2.4 Ls^{-1}, whereas in C trials the LG shortened at -2.7 Ls^{-1}, a mean difference in fascicle velocity of 5.1 Ls^{-1} between C and U trials (V_{pkF}, Table 1C, Stride 0). The changes in force-length dynamics resulted in a substantially lower stance net work (W_{stance}) following the drop perturbation (Table 1, Fig. 3, Stride 0). Although the gastrocnemius produced +3.8 Jkg^{-1} greater work before stance (W_{prior}), it produced -9.1 Jkg^{-1} less work during stance, for a net difference of -5.2 Jkg^{-1} compared to level running (Table 1). The change in net work was similar in magnitude to the increase in gastrocnemius work observed when the birds run up a 16° incline (+4.3 Jkg^{-1}) (Daley & Biewener, 2003).

**Activation changes and reflex latency of the gastrocnemius**

Although muscle work and force in the perturbed stride differed significantly from level running, average total EMG intensity (E_{tot}) did not (Table 1, Fig. 3, Stride 0). The average E_{tot} in U trials was slightly greater than C trials; however, this difference was not statistically significant (Fig. 3, Table 1). In many trials, the magnitude of muscle activity differed significantly for short periods of time within the stride (Fig. 2); however the differences were small and variable in timing. Most trials resembled the first two examples in Figure 2 (A and B), in which the time-course and magnitude of
muscle activity are similar to that of level running despite large changes in muscle strain and muscle-tendon force.

Here the animals ran at relatively high speeds: \( v = 2.6 (0.1) \text{ ms}^{-1} \) in C trials and \( 2.7 (0.2) \text{ ms}^{-1} \) in U trials (mean(SD)), corresponding to dimensionless speeds, \( \dot{u} \), of 1.45 and 1.52, respectively (\( \dot{u} = \frac{v}{(gh)^{0.5}} \) where \( \dot{u} \) is dimensionless speed, \( h \) is standing hip height, and \( g \) is acceleration due to gravity (Alexander, 1989; Gatesy & Biewener, 1991). A tendon tap test performed on the Achilles tendon suggests a transmission delay for the stretch reflex of \( 6(2) \text{ ms} \) in the guinea fowl gastrocnemius, when measured as the time between fascicle stretch and EMG spike (Nishikawa et al., 2007). Cross-correlation between the force and EMG intensity traces in level running suggests a lag of \( 34(5) \text{ ms} \) between activation and force development (with a correlation coefficient of \( 0.88(0.02) \)). This suggests a total reflex latency of approximately \( 40 \text{ ms} \), 34\% of mean stance period in C trials (118 ms). Most of the change in muscle-tendon force occurs earlier than this, suggesting an intrinsic mechanical cause (Figs. 1 and 2). Trials with larger changes in EMG activity within the perturbed stride also happened to be trials at the low end of the speed range (see Fig. 2 C, \( v = 2.3 \text{ ms}^{-1}, \dot{u} = 1.2 \)).

Muscle performance and recovery following the perturbation

The bird did not completely recover within the perturbed stride, but likely recovered by the end of the 2\text{nd} stride following the perturbation. In the 1\text{st} stride following the perturbation (Stride +1), the bird stepped back up (8.5 cm) to the original level of the platform (Figs. 1 and 2). The bird’s leg contacted the ground with a crouched posture during this stride (Fig. 1, Table 2). Muscle work, peak force and total EMG intensity were all significantly greater in Stride +1 than C strides (Table 1, Fig. 3). By the 2\text{nd} stride following the drop (Stride +2), however, 12 of the 13 variables were not significantly different from C strides, although there was a significant decrease in net muscle work compared to level trials (Table 1).

Muscle mechanical output correlates with altered leg posture

The force and work output of the gastrocnemius was correlated with leg posture at the start of the stance phase. Peak muscle force and net mechanical work during stance were inversely correlated with hip height at the time of foot contact (Fig. 4, reduced major axis regression) (page 544 Sokal & Rohlf, 1995). A similar relationship held for both the perturbed stride (Stride 0) and the first recovery stride (Stride +1). Hip height (H) represents the overall leg posture, which is a function of
both effective leg length and leg contact angle (\(H = \text{leg length} \times \sin(\text{leg angle})\)), which both
differed significantly from level running in U Stride 0 and U Stride +1 (Table 2). In U Stride 0, the
change in hip height is primarily due to a change in contact angle (Table 2), which is likely due to
increased hip and ankle extension (Daley et al. 2007). In U Stride +1, the change in hip height
receives roughly equal contribution from altered effective leg length and contact angle. Joint
kinematics have not been studied in detail for the step up, but the altered posture is likely associated
with increased flexion of the knee and ankle (Fig. 1). The more extended, retracted leg posture in U
Stride 0 was associated with reduced force and work output, whereas the flexed, crouched posture
in U Stride +1 was associated with higher force and work output. This pattern mirrors the leg
posture-dependent mechanics of the whole leg, and likely reflects intrinsic geometry factors of limb
posture on limb loading during stance (Daley & Biewener, 2006).

Discussion:
The role of distal hindlimb muscles in perturbation recovery and stability
A previous study revealed that guinea fowl achieve impressive stability following this unexpected
perturbation, rarely stumbling and maintaining the same average speed despite a drop in the support
surface of 40% leg length (Daley et al., 2006). The stabilising mechanisms include intrinsic
mechanical changes in leg loading that result from altered leg posture during stance (Daley &
Biewener, 2006). Joint mechanics during the perturbation suggest that the distal hindlimb extensor
muscles play a key role in the posture-dependent stabilising response (Daley et al., 2007). External
joint work at the distal joints changes rapidly in response to altered leg posture and loading during
the perturbation, whereas that of the proximal joints (hip and knee) remains similar to level running
(Daley et al., 2007).

The current results indicate, as suggested by external joint mechanics, that the perturbation leads to
rapid, intrinsic changes in force-length dynamics and net work output by the gastrocnemius. The
change in mass-specific work is similar in magnitude to that observed during steady incline running
(Daley & Biewener, 2003; Gabaldon et al., 2004). Muscle force and work following the
perturbation are strongly correlated with leg posture (Fig. 4), mirroring the posture-sensitive limb
and joint mechanics observed in the previous studies described above.

In considering the implications of gastrocnemius force-length performance for running stability, it
is helpful to review three hypothetical strategies for handling a substrate height perturbation (also
discussed in: Daley & Biewener, 2006; Daley et al., 2006). Here we define a stable response as any
that allows the bird to return to steady forward locomotion after a transient recovery period (without
a fall or injury). To achieve this, the animal can: 1) prevent change in body height and velocity
despite a change in terrain, by adjusting effective leg length and stiffness appropriately (maintaining
spring-like mechanics), 2) passively redistribute energy between gravitational potential energy and
kinetic energy by using spring-like or strut-like leg mechanics, or 3) produce or absorb energy to
adjust body height to the new terrain height while maintaining constant velocity (as if moving up or
down stairs or a slope). It is possible for an animal to use each of the mechanisms alone, or achieve
a range of behaviours by combining them. A simple mass-spring model (with no ability to produce
or absorb mechanical energy) can use the first two of these mechanisms to maintain stability
following a change in terrain height (Seyfarth et al., 2003). However, it is unknown how large a
substrate height perturbation can be successfully handled in such a passive manner.

If the animal could anticipate the change in terrain height, it might choose among these mechanisms
based on context and the desired outcome. For example, it may use a spring-like mechanism to deal
with a single step change and immediately return to the original terrain height, and use an energy
producing or absorbing mechanism to adjust body height and maintain constant velocity at a new
terrain height.

The unexpected drop perturbation led to a range of behaviour depending on the interaction between
the neuromuscular activity, joint dynamics, leg posture and the ground. This variation reveals that
the gastrocnemius exhibits an inherently stable context-dependent response. In the drop step, the leg
contacts the ground with a more extended posture than ‘normal’ (compared to the C average: Table
2, Fig. 4), and gastrocnemius force and work output decrease (with no change in EMG intensity)
(Fig. 3). The leg absorbs energy, leading toward a normal posture at the lower substrate height and
minimising acceleration of the body. In the recovery step up, the leg contacts the ground with a
more crouched posture than normal (Table 2, Fig. 4) and gastrocnemius force and work output
increase (associated with increased EMG intensity by this point in time) (Fig. 3). This helps to
increase the total mechanical energy of the body, again pushing the bird toward steady running with
a normal leg posture. This relationship between leg posture and gastrocnemius work output may
help prevent the bird from reaching extremes in leg and body posture that would lead to a fall,
facilitating a stable recovery from a perturbation. The rapid changes in G muscle work involved in
this response are likely inherently linked to the intrinsic strain- and load-dependent contractile
properties of muscle, as discussed below.

Muscle-tendon architecture and function for stability
The current results, along with other recent studies, suggest that the mechanical roles of distal
hindlimb extensor muscles are broader than previously thought. It has been observed that distal
muscles tend to have a distinct architecture: pennate fibre arrangement, long tendon and high ratio
of tendon length to fibre length. This architecture is usually interpreted as reflecting function for
isometric contraction and limited work, economic body weight support, and elastic energy cycling
for steady locomotion. In contrast, muscles with longer, parallel fibre arrangement and little free
tendon are thought to be the primary actuators for high mechanical work output (Biewener &
Roberts, 2000; Smith et al., 2006; Biewener & Daley, 2007). However, recent studies also suggest
that muscles with pennate architecture are capable of a broad range of mechanical roles, including
high mechanical work output for incline running and acceleration (Roberts et al., 1997; Roberts &
Scales, 2004). Although pennate architecture may limit the stroke length of the muscle actuator, and
the frequencies at which a muscle can perform useful work, the total work capacity is proportional
to muscle volume, not fibre arrangement (Zajac, 1989; Alexander, 1992). Furthermore, a recent 3D
model of muscle shape change during contraction reveals that pennate architecture provides an
important mechanism for rapidly changing muscle mechanical output. Pennate fibre arrangement
allows variable gearing at the muscle-tendon level depending on loading conditions, which could
provide a mechanism for a muscle to rapidly and intrinsically switch among mechanical roles (Azizi
et al., 2008). Thus, recent models and experimental results suggest that distal muscles with pennate
architecture are capable of rapidly switching between economic force development and high work
output, depending on the particular loading conditions encountered during locomotion.

Intrinsic mechanical effects versus reflex modulation of muscle action
The unexpected drop perturbation provides an opportunity to investigate the effect of intrinsic
mechanical factors on muscle dynamics. Reflex mediated responses require at least 30-40 ms in
these birds, so the immediate response to the perturbation relies entirely on the interplay between
intrinsic mechanics and feedforward muscle activation. After this point, it is possible for both
intrinsic and reflex mediated factors to contribute to the response. Some variability was recorded
in the intensity of muscle activation in the stride just before the perturbation (Stride -1), which may
have led to some of the observed variability in the subsequent response. However, the intensity of
muscle activation significantly differed from level running only in the first stride following the perturbation (U Stride +1, Fig. 3). In the perturbed stride (U Stride 0) there was slight tendency for increased muscle activation which was not statistically significant (Table 1). An increase in activation would tend to increase force output, yet we observed an 81% decrease in peak muscle force (F_{pk, stance}) in U Stride 0 (Table 1). These findings suggest that in U Stride 0 the effect of altered activity on G muscle force is small compared to the effect of intrinsic mechanical factors.

**Intrinsic muscle properties and current neuromechanical models**

The most likely intrinsic mechanical factors would seem to be the instantaneous force-length and force-velocity properties of muscle, considered primary factors in muscle contractile performance (Josephson, 1999). Most large-scale musculoskeletal simulations use Hill-type muscle models that treat activation, length and velocity as independent, instantaneous factors that influence the force output of a muscle. Thus, the only intrinsic factors in muscle output in these models are instantaneous effects.

The decrease in force during the break-through perturbation occurs simultaneously with increased fascicle shortening, consistent with instantaneous intrinsic factors (Fig. 2). In the subsequent stance phase muscle-tendon force remains low relative to level strides. In the statistical analysis, we have compared muscle force between U and C strides at the time of the stance phase peak (F_{pk, stance}), when leg is loaded by the body, although these occur at different absolute times relative to stance onset. This shows that F_{pk, stance} is reduced by 81% while the fascicles are at a similar length (L_{pkF}) and undergoing stretch (V_{pkF}) (Table 1, Stride 0).

The statistical results suggest that shortening force depression may be an important contributor to the reduced force output, in addition to the instantaneous length and velocity factors included in standard Hill-type models. The gastrocnemius actively shortens and produces positive work during the tissue-breakthrough period of the perturbation. The muscle undergoes 0.29L_o greater shortening (ΔL_{prior}) and 3.8Jkg^{-1} greater positive work (W_{prior}) before stance when compared to level running trials (Table 1). It is well recognised that a muscle’s recent contractile history influences contractile performance (Edman et al., 1978; Edman, 1980; Josephson, 1999). In particular, muscle shortening early in a contraction leads to reduced force later in the contraction (Granzier & Pollack, 1989; Josephson, 1999).
History-dependent factors are typically considered secondary and neglected in most large-scale
musculoskeletal simulations (Zajac, 1989; Delp & Loan, 1995). Yet, it is well recognised that these
effects can be large at submaximal levels of stimulation and when muscle strains are high
(Sandercock & Heckman, 1997; Askew & Marsh, 1998; Ahn & Full, 2002; Perreault et al., 2003).
Although more complex muscle models may be more accurate, this improved accuracy needs to be
weighed against the computational demand of intensive large-scale neuromechanical models.
Nevertheless, such effects need to be evaluated and considered in developing improved muscle
models. An important challenge for current and future work, therefore, is the refinement of simple
muscle models that provide reasonably accurate predictions of dynamic muscle mechanical output
over a wide range of locomotor behaviours. Future work should test whether a Hill or modified Hill
type model that includes history effects (e.g., Meijer et al. 1998) could provide adequate predictions
of stability characteristics during running.

The speed-dependent role of reflexes in locomotion
Taken together, available evidence supports the principle of speed-dependent roles of reflex
feedback. Previous perturbation studies suggest that spinal reflexes and higher brain centres
contribute to the stabilisation of walking (Gorassini et al., 1994; Hiebert & Pearson, 1999; Marigold
& Patla, 2005), whereas our findings indicate that running stabilisation is mediated to a large extent
by intrinsic mechanics. Loss of ground support in walking cats leads to reduced extensor muscle
activity within the perturbed stance (Hiebert & Pearson, 1999). In contrast, the present perturbation
study did not result in a consistent, significant change in muscle activity within the perturbed stride
(Fig. 3). Evidence for reflex feedback, as suggested by small peaks in myoelectric intensity in the
stance following the perturbation (Fig. 2), existed in some cases; however, this was quite variable
and not statistically significant across individuals (Fig. 3). Nonetheless, sensory feedback likely
plays an important role in regulating muscle recruitment during the first recovery stride, as the
intensity of gastrocnemius activity was 2.2-fold higher in the 1st stride recovery following the
perturbation (Fig. 3). By this time, a number of neural mechanisms are likely to be involved,
including longer latency reflexes and higher brain centres (Dietz, 1996; Pearson et al., 1998). These
findings suggest that the role of afferent feedback differs between walking and running, consistent
with previous reports that reflex contributions to muscle activity tend to be lower in running than in
walking (Capaday & Stein, 1987; Ferris et al., 2001).
Limitations and future directions

In vivo measures of muscle performance provide insight into dynamics of neuromuscular performance that can be difficult or infeasible to obtain through any other currently available approaches. To our knowledge, the current study provides the first direct measures of in vivo muscle-tendon force and muscle fascicle length during dynamic stabilisation of running. This approach provides new insight into the likely effects of intrinsic muscle properties, and the functionally relevant strain ranges of muscle during more extreme locomotor conditions. These direct measures can provide a key source of information for cross-validation with neuromuscular simulations and advanced imaging techniques that are increasingly used to predict and measure dynamic muscle performance.

These in vivo measures also present a number of challenges and limitations that should be kept in mind when interpreting the results. In vivo techniques currently allow measurement of a limited number of muscles, because tendon buckles can be used only on muscles with long free tendons. Furthermore, only a limited number of sonomicrometry transducers can feasibly be implanted at a time. The current study required that all of the transducers operate successfully in somewhat extreme conditions of rapid locomotion with large perturbations that induce high strains. To gain insight into the intrinsic mechanics, the experiment required that the perturbation be a surprise, which severely limited the sample size. To minimise complexity and allow comparison to previous studies of in vivo gastrocnemius function, we implanted single pair of sonomicrometry crystals in the middle of the muscle belly (Roberts et al., 1997; Daley & Biewener, 2003; Gabaldon et al., 2004). Similar to these earlier studies, we have assumed that recordings from a single location reasonably represent the average fascicle strains of the whole muscle. Consequently, the measurements here do not account for heterogeneity within the muscle (Ahn et al., 2003; Higham et al., 2008), fiber rotation during contraction (Herbert & Gandevia, 1995) or more complex 3D shape changes that could lead to load dependent fiber rotation and dynamically variable architectural gear ratio (Azizi et al., 2008). These factors could alter estimates of fascicle strain and force, and are likely to be important for understanding the relationship between muscle-tendon architecture, intrinsic mechanics and muscle performance in more detail. Consequently, these issues should be addressed by future work.

Nonetheless, although these factors would influence the accuracy of our force and work estimates, it is unlikely to change the main findings and conclusions. This perturbation is quite large, and has
similar effects on loading across all hindlimb joints (Daley et al., 2007). Recent work has demonstrated distinct function in the lateral and medial heads of the gastrocnemius, likely because these bi-articular muscles are antagonists at the knee in birds (Higham et al., 2008). Nonetheless, all heads of the gastrocnemius have a similar overall function: they are activated with similar timing just before stance and develop force through most of the stance phase (Higham et al., 2008).

Furthermore, the drop perturbation was found to have a larger effect on ankle joint work than knee joint work (Daley et al., 2007), where all heads of the gastrocnemius synergistically converge onto a common tendon. Consequently, the changes in mechanical work during the perturbation are likely to be similar in polarity (although perhaps not absolute magnitude) among all gastrocnemius heads. Consequently, heterogeneity within the muscle group would likely influence the magnitude of the work estimates, but are unlikely to change the qualitative assessment of the findings.

Conclusions

In vivo studies of muscle function suggest that the gastrocnemius muscle is capable of playing a number of important roles in running, including both economic performance in steady running and rapid bursts of high work output for stabilisation tasks. Our current findings, combined with other recent studies of muscle function, highlight the importance of understanding the interplay of mechanical structure and neuromuscular control. Neural commands must be filtered through musculoskeletal architecture, which can either limit or amplify the neural signal. Appropriate integration of mechanics and control may minimise the need for active neural compensation to recover from unexpected changes in terrain. In running, the interplay of environmental interaction, leg mechanics and muscle mechanics may, at least initially, mediate most of the response to a sudden change in terrain. In light of previous findings in studies on walking, the results here support the concept of speed-dependent roles of reflex feedback. The findings also suggest the potential need for incorporating history-dependent muscle properties into neuromechanical models that seek to simulate high speed locomotion, especially if high muscle strains are involved and stability characteristics are important.
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Table 1. Muscle variables measured for analysis. A) Mean and standard deviation across individuals for level running (C Stride 0). B) P-values for the mixed model ANOVA test for the effect of 'Stride Category', after FDR correction for multiple ANOVA tests. C) Post-hoc multiple comparisons between U strides and C Stride 0. Value indicates the least-squared mean difference from C Stride 0, in normalised units shown in B. Bolding indicates significance based on a Bonferroni threshold of p = 0.005. See methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>Stride -1</th>
<th>Stride 0</th>
<th>Stride +1</th>
<th>Stride +2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F_{pk, prior} (N)</td>
<td>11.7 (2.8)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F_{pk, stance} (N)</td>
<td>59.7 (2.5)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.81</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W_{prior} (Jkg(^{-1}))</td>
<td>1.7 (0.3)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W_{stance} (Jkg(^{-1}))</td>
<td>8.2 (1.1)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>-9.1</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>-3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W_{tot} (Jkg(^{-1}))</td>
<td>10.0 (1.2)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-5.2</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>-4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_{Ft50} (Ls(^{-1}))</td>
<td>-9.9 (2.9)</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td>-3.7</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>-4.0</td>
<td>-3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_{pkF} (V_{Vc, Ls}^\text{L})</td>
<td>-2.7 (0.4)</td>
<td>0.0073</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_{Ft50}</td>
<td>1.17 (0.04)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_{pkF}</td>
<td>1.10 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔL_{prior}</td>
<td>-0.52 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E_{prior} (E/E_{tot})</td>
<td>0.5 (0.1)</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E_{stance} (E/E_{tot})</td>
<td>0.5 (0.1)</td>
<td>0.0049</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E_{tot} (E/E_{tot})</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. ANOVA results for leg posture variables at the time of toe contact with the ground (TD) for the strides in which kinematics were consistently available. Hip height (H) is a function of both effective leg length and leg angle (H = L_{leg} * \text{sine}(\text{leg angle})). Bolded values indicate statistically significant difference from C Stride 0 at a Bonferroni threshold of p = 0.0167.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>C Stride 0</th>
<th>Stride 0</th>
<th>Stride +1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leg length at TD (L/H_c)</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td>1.32 (0.06)</td>
<td>1.39 (0.07)</td>
<td>1.20 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leg angle at TD (degrees)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>49.7 (2.8)</td>
<td>72.8 (8.9)</td>
<td>37.6 (6.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip height at TD (H/H_c)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>1.00 (0.05)</td>
<td>1.31 (0.08)</td>
<td>0.73 (0.14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Figure legends:**

**Figure 1.** Muscle recordings from the gastrocnemius as a guinea fowl encounters and recovers from a sudden drop on terrain while running. Fascicle length (top trace) and EMG activity (bottom trace) were recorded from the lateral head of the gastrocnemius (LG), and muscle-tendon force (middle trace) was recorded from the common gastrocnemius tendon (G). Stance periods are indicated by gray boxes. The bird encounters an unexpected 8.5 cm drop in terrain height at Stride 0, and steps back up to the original platform height at Stride +1. We analysed strides from the Stride prior (Stride -1), to the second recovery stride following the drop (Stride +2). The coloured bars for the stride sequence indicate the colour coding used in subsequent figures. Silhouettes across the top schematically illustrate the position of the recording limb at the time points indicated by the gray vertical lines. In the perturbed stride the time of foot contact with the tissue paper is shown with a dashed line, followed by time of foot contact with the actual ground indicated by the solid line.

**Figure 2.** LG fascicle length, G muscle-tendon force and LG EMG intensity, comparing the U perturbed trial Stride 0 (top) and Stride +1 (bottom) to steady level running. In gray, the mean±95% confidence interval for level running is shown for each trace, averaged across all 12 C strides per individual (Stride -1 to Stride +2 for 3 trials). A single example is overlaid from a U trial perturbed stride (U Stride 0, top, thick red line) and first recovery stride (U Stride +1, bottom, thick green line). Examples are shown from three different individuals in columns A, B and C, which span the range of U responses observed. The middle example (B, Ind 6) was nearest the mean across individuals for muscle force-length values and running speed ($v = 2.7 \text{ ms}^{-1}$). The bird in A ran faster than average ($v = 3.1 \text{ ms}^{-1}$), and the bird in C ran slower than average ($v = 2.3 \text{ ms}^{-1}$). The stance period for the perturbed stride is indicated by the gray box, and the average stance period for level running by the dashed vertical lines. In the top traces, the first dashed line also corresponds to the time of tissue paper contact in the perturbed stride (and presumably the anticipated start of stance).

**Figure 3.** The mean (+ SD) values across individuals for stance peak muscle-tendon force ($F_{pk,\text{stance}}$), muscle work during stance ($W_{\text{stance}}$) and total EMG intensity ($E_{\text{tot}}$), for each stride in the sequence encountering and recovering from the perturbation (Stride -1 to Stride +2). All variables are shown relative to the mean for C trials as indicated in the labels. Asterisks indicate a statistically significant difference from level running (Table 1). Colours as indicated in Figure 1.

**Figure 4.** Muscle mechanical output in relation to leg posture. A) Peak muscle force ($F_{pk,\text{stance}}$) and B) muscle work during stance ($W_{\text{stance}}$) inversely correlate with the relative extension of the leg, measured as hip height at the time of toe down (TD; when the foot first touches the true ground level). Hip height serves as a general proxy for leg posture: when the foot is either more extended or at a steeper angle (closer to vertical), hip height is higher (see Table 2). This is also associated with a more extended ankle (Daley et al. 2007). Data shown are for level running (C), the unexpected drop (Stride 0), and the subsequent step up (Stride +1). The silhouettes schematically illustrate typical leg postures for each condition. The solid black line is the reduced major axis regression fit, with equation of the line and R-squared value shown. Gray dashed lines indicate the mean for level running.
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